Invitation
CWTe 2023 Research Retreat

Wednesday, 25th of October 2023
Zwarte Doos, 1st floor, TU Eindhoven

Hosted by: Center for Wireless Technology Eindhoven

09.15 - Welcome with coffee
09.50  Opening and introduction
10.00  The Way Ahead in Wireless Technology – A CWTe Perspective
       Sonia Heemstra de Groot (TU/e)
10.30  What a package!?  Ulf Johannsen (TU/e)
11.00  Break
11.30  Integrated Circuits for Communications after the Happy Scaling Era
       Oliver Maiwald (Sencio)
12.00  Packaging and integration of antennas and chips at millimeter-wave and beyond
       Andreas Burg (EPFL)
       Piyush Kaul (TU/e)
12.30  Lunch break

13.45  Poster pitches
14.30  Break
15.00  Quality-of-Service-Adequate Design
       Paul Detterer (imec)
15.30  The evolution of Wireless Communication is shaking up Test And Measurement!
       Marc Vanden Bossche (NI)
16.00  Closing words
16.10  Drinks
17.00  End

For registration: www.tue.nl/cwte